
Into the Blue

Transatlantic

So the dream of days has passed you by
Fast as lightening flashing in the sky
From the dephts you search within the soul
While the shadows lead you down below

The Dreamer and the Healer
Await for you - they wait for you
The Caller and Conceiver
Believe you will
They're calling you
Into the blue

Like the summer days redeem the time
So the winter storms can chill the mind
Oceans far away can call you forth
While a desperate wind cries from the North

The Dreamer and the Healer

Await for you - they wait for you
The Caller and Conceiver
They're with you now
You hear the sound
They're calling you
Into the blue

Your Demons crawl back when the sun rises
Feel like a flower in the dirt
If you see worries in these blue eyes
Those memories hit you where it hurts

Now you go throw your newborn hopes in
All for a new beginning
A blue beginning

A new beginning
A new beginning

And if you find the book of Eli
A secret story never told
It'll cause you pain much as you realize
It was not ready for the world
But you throw your hopes in

The tried toolbox of deception & tyranny
You'll see it works so well
It's proven throughout history
They lead us on in darkness
Just like stupid sheep
With every single step
We're sinking deeper & deeper

The Dreamer and the Healer
They wait for you
They wait for you
The Caller and Conceiver
They're with you now
You hear the sound



They call to you
Into the blue

Clear the way - the highway
Move the stones that we might make it through
You know it's true
There's a breeze that's blowing
It will soon be here
There's a life that's growing
From each desperate tear
Just respond to what you feel and be a part
'Til it's written in your heart

Leave the rage - the lonely way
It takes a warrior to just turn around
And feel the flow
Sentimental feelings they will come and go
There's a deeper meaning if you want to know
Let it come and write upon the deepest part
'Til it's written in your heart

So the days have passed into the sun
But here you are there's much more to be done
Let this massive love consume the whole
Let the fire of freedom fill your soul

The Dreamer and the Healer
They wait for you
They wait for you
The Caller and Conceiver
You hear them sing
Awakening

The Dreamer (the Dreamer)
And the Healer (and the Healer)
They wait for you (filling you now)
They wait for you (Spirit come down)

The Caller and Conceiver
Are with us now
We know the sound
That every dreamer's dream
Might come again....
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